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Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek. 
 
Alright. This is a time when violet flame works well for most everyone because we are in a major 
point of transformation. For some of you it will be white or gold or golden white or maybe three 
colors in a violet range, so play with the energy and just sort of breathe through the aura several 
times a day, like flames are rushing up from your feet and just purifying the energy fields. That 
should be quite helpful.  
 
There is also a multi-level protection spray or mist from www.SonoranLight.com that I think you’ll 
find helpful to spray in your aura, spray in your space. Maybe those of you who do energy work 
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around the planet, you literally can take a map say of the Middle East or North Korea or whatever 
and then spritz a little bit of the multi-level protection over that area or just intend in your mind 
that that’s where you’re sending it.  
 
Alright. Our topic today really is about rewriting world history, it’s rewriting the script. Essentially 
what you have the opportunity to do now, through personal intent and preferably inside a journal 
of some sort, but some of you I know like to type it in, that’s fine, or speak it and record it, that’s 
also good, or hand write it into a journal.  
 
You’re writing the new script, the script that says “Life is peaceful on the planet earth. Everyone 
greets each other, is friendly, is looking out for each other. We all share our resources, you know, I 
have an abundance of lettuce and my neighbor has an abundance of tomatoes and we trade” or 
whatever it is, as you kind of go through energetically, literally like you’re writing the novel for the 
New Age in a peaceful state, where inner peace is present within all beings and there is also world 
peace.  
 
So this is a very important time to be directing your attention on rewriting the script.  
 
Alright Dear Ones. As always, thank you and my love to you 
 
 
Djwhal Khul 
 
Channeled by Rev. Terri Newlon 
www.TerriNewlon.com  
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